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Abstract. Human clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) is the most common and frequently occurring histological subtype of RCC.
Unlike other carcinomas, candidate predictive biomarkers for this type are in need to explore the molecular mechanism of ccRCC and
identify candidate target genes for improving disease management. For this, we chose case–control-based studies from the Gene Expression
Omnibus and subjected the gene expression microarray data to combined effect size meta-analysis for identifying shared genes signature.
Further, we constructed a subnetwork of these gene signatures and evaluated topological parameters during the gene deletion analysis to get
to the central hub genes, as they form the backbone of the network and its integrity. Parallelly, we carried out functional enrichment analysis
using gene ontology and Elsevier disease pathway collection. We also performed microRNAs target gene analysis and constructed a
regulatory network. We identiﬁed a total of 577 differentially expressed genes (DEGs), where 146 overexpressed and 431 underexpressed
with a signiﬁcant threshold of adjusted P values \ 0.05. Enrichment analysis of these DEGs’ functions showed a relation to metabolic and
cellular pathways like metabolic reprogramming in cancer, proteins with altered expression in cancer metabolic reprogramming, and
glycolysis activation in cancer (Warburg effect). Our analysis revealed the potential role of PDHB and ATP5C1 in ccRCC by altering
metabolic pathways and amyloid beta precursor protein (APP) role in altering cell-cycle growth for the tumour progression in ccRCC
conditions. Identiﬁcation of these candidate predictive genes paves the way for the development of biomarker-based methods for this
carcinoma.
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Introduction
Kidney cancer, characterized as renal cell carcinoma (RCC), is
the sixth highest leading cause of death in Europe and US, and
globally its rates are on the rise. The arsing mortality rates can
be explained by late-stage diagnoses and lack of potential
biomarkers and target candidates for early-stage diagnosis and
treatment. Detection at the initial stage allows surgical resection based remedy, as most later stages diagnosis for this
cancer often end up being incurable. RCC is heterogeneous
with clear or eosinophilic cytoplasm and characteristic vasculature. Based on morphological and histopathological
conditions, RCC is classiﬁed into the following types: clear
cell, papillary, chromophobe, oncocytoma, collecting duct
medullary, Xp11 translocation, mucinous tubular and spindle

cell and associated with neuroblastoma. The clear cell RCC
(ccRCC), at 70% occurrence rate among individuals, forms
the most prevalent type of renal cell cancer (Antonio et al.
2006; Jemal et al. 2008; Ljungberg et al. 2011). Clear cell
RCC develops from renal proximal epithelial cells, but the
origin and cellular differentiation are not clearly known. Major
clear cell carcinomas are erratic, and some minor types are
associated with hereditary syndromes like von Hippel–Lindau
disease (tuberous sclerosis). Of the different major types of
RCC, papillary and chromophobe have a better prognosis than
clear cell RCC (Lopez-Beltran et al. 2006; DeCastro and
McKiernan 2008). Earlier research studies, through the
application of microarray technology, have shown that some
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) are closely linked to the
progression of ccRCC. One such tumour progression in
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ccRCC was due to inactivation of gene SETD2, which is
responsible for methyltransferase of the histone H3 lysine-36
(Duns et al. 2010). The gene ARID1A encodes the protein
product of BAF250a, which is an SWI/SNF complex essential
to counteract the chromatin-based repression of certain genes.
The downregulation and copy number loss of this gene in
ccRCC leads to changes in chromatin regulation, a crucial step
in the pathogenesis of renal cancer (Lichner et al. 2013).
The DNA microarray technology helps to identify DEGs
in spotted DNA microscopic chips. The expression of genes
from a cell in a diseased condition is compared to the same
set of genes from a reference cell maintained under normal
conditions, and this relative expression level for each gene is
stored as an image (Haidich 2010; Toro-Domı́nguez et al.
2014). Microarray meta-analysis combines similar multiple
studies by applying a set of classical statistical techniques.
Successful meta-analysis relies on in-silico tools and
appropriate statistical methods, and predicting analysis
accuracy for the selected method is often challenging. A
meta-analysis work in ovarian cancer identiﬁed its target
genes NDN, RNASE4, IGFBP4 by combining gene expression and network-based analysis approaches (Dong et al.
2010). A similar approach in lung adenocarcinoma identiﬁed
target genes EGR-1, HNF4A, MAP3K14 and CDK1. They
evaluated prognostic value by performing survival analysis
of those target genes (Selvaraj et al. 2018). Currently, large
microarray gene expression datasets of ccRCC are publicly
available, and meta-analysis techniques help in the discovery
of additional aetiological information that is not found in the
individual expression-based studies. Identifying interacting
genes within the network that are involved in cellular and
biological pathways for this cancer is key to understanding
their potential roles in its pathogenesis (Mistry et al. 2013;
Xia et al. 2014). Network topological parameters degree,
betweenness, closeness centrality, shortest path length (L),
and clustering coefﬁcient (C) play a crucial role in evaluating its integrity. In this study, on top of the network-based
analysis method, we implemented gene deletion approaches
for identifying central hub genes, which are the backbone of
the network integrity. To our knowledge this is the ﬁrst
large-size ccRCC meta-analysis study that investigates the
underlying molecular mechanism and provides candidate
target genes for the treatments.

Methods and results
Datasets collection

Gene expression studies were identiﬁed by searching in
PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/geo/), and ArrayExpress database (http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), which were used to retrieve raw
microarray datasets. The below keywords and their

combinations were used: clear cell renal cell carcinoma
(ccRCC), renal cell carcinoma, and kidney cancer. The
datasets included in this meta-analysis were normal/disease
studies, where the normal were unaffected tissue and healthy
individuals. A total of six microarray studies (GEO accession numbers: GSE46699 (Eckel-Passow et al. 2014),
GSE6344 (Tun et al. 2010), GSE781 (Lenburg et al. 2003),
GSE15641 (Jones et al. 2005), GSE36895 (Peña-Llopis
et al. 2012), and GSE14994 (Beroukhim et al. 2009)) were
ﬁnalized for meta-analysis based on the following inclusion
criteria. The datasets’ descriptions are given in table 1, and
details include platform, number of samples, study references, etc. Dataset GSE15641 contains mixed types of RCC.
Types include clear cell, chromophobe, papillary, transitional, and oncocytoma. Selective ccRCC datasets were
retrieved for this study. A meta-analysis was conducted
based on the guidelines provided in the preferred reporting
items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA)
statement (Moher et al. 2009). The retrieval and selection of
the datasets are illustrated in ﬁgure 1a.
Differential expression meta-analysis among ccRCC studies

We performed a meta-analysis using the R package LIMMA
and MetaMA by estimating the combined effect size and
used the normal inverse method to combine the P values.
The workﬂow used in this study is shown in ﬁgure 1b. Raw
datasets from six studies were selected and prepared for
statistical meta-analysis. This process involved preprocessing, normalization, assigning study design classes (normal or
affected), etc (Marot et al. 2009; Xia et al. 2015). The
expression level of GEO retrieved datasets were crosschecked by generating a boxplot and assessing whether or
not it was normalized. Irregularly-shaped or nonuniﬁed
expression patterns among the samples indicate normalization requirements before passing into the downstream process. Normalization and data preprocessing are essential
steps in expression analysis as they may affect the metaanalysis results. A log2 transformation with quantile normalization was applied to all the datasets and carried further
downstream in the process. Combat procedures were applied
to reduce study-speciﬁc batch effects on preprocessed and
normalized individual datasets. Cochran’s Q test, the random
effect model (REM), and ES (effect size) statistical analysis
were applied to the processed data and the DEGs were
identiﬁed. Benjamini and Hochberg’s multiple test correction was used to adjust P values, and this permitted an
estimation of the false discovery rate (FDR) (Cochran 1954;
Choi et al. 2003; Jha et al. 2016). Our meta-analysis
revealed differential expression of 577 genes (table 1 in
electronic supplementary material at http://www.ias.ac.in/
jgenet/), of which 146 genes overexpressed and 431 underexpressed with a signiﬁcant threshold of adjusted P \ 0.05
with a minimum two-fold change of combined effect size
(table 1 in electronic supplementary material). The top 10
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Table 1. Characteristics of the individual studies included in the meta-analysis.
GEO accession number

Sample (control/ case)

GSE46699
GSE6344
GSE781
GSE15641
GSE36895
GSE14994

130
40
34
54
51
70

(65/65)
(20/20)
(10/24)
(23/31)
(23/28)
(60/10)

Platform
Affymetrix
Affymetrix
Affymetrix
Affymetrix
Affymetrix
Affymetrix

Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array
Human Genome U133A Array
Human Genome U133B Array
Human Genome U133A Array
Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array
Mapping 250K Sty2 SNP Array

Reference
Eckel-Passow et al. (2014)
Tun et al. (2010)
Lenburg et al. (2003)
Jones et al. (2005)
Peña-Llopis et al. (2012)
Beroukhim et al. (2009)

Figure 1. (a) Microarray datasets selection process for meta-analysis. (b) Overall microarray meta-analysis workﬂow.

upregulated and downregulated genes are shown in table 2.
The heatmap generated for the top 25 of over and underexpressed genes from DEGs is shown in ﬁgure 2.
Gene set enrichment analysis

Gene set enrichment analysis is a computational method for
functional identiﬁcation of overrepresented pathways and
gene ontology (GO) terms in DGEs by using predeﬁned
annotation sets in databases. The EnrichR tool uses a DEGs list
and performs functional enrichment analysis. The tool
includes a wide range of geneset libraries, miRNA-targeted
gene databases, and pathway databases. Elsevier pathway
collection was used for the analysis; the library contained 1721
high-quality pathways. The tool computes P values by
applying the Fisher exact test with the z-score of the deviation
from the expected rank. A signiﬁcantly overrepresented biological pathway, miRNA, and GO terms with P [ 0.05 were
reported (Chen et al. 2013; Lel et al. 2018).
The Elsevier pathway enrichment analysis showed that
upregulated genes were signiﬁcantly enriched in cancer-related

metabolic pathways like metabolic reprogramming in cancer
(P=2.81E-14), and downregulated genes mapped to pathways
like renal aldosterone (P=8.94E-10). The functional study of the
GO enrichment was carried out, and the ﬁndings showed that
the upregulated DEGs were substantially enriched in functions
like ATP binding (GO_MF:0005524, P=3.49E-05), glycolytic
process (GO_BP:0006096, P=2.12E-10), and secretory granule
lumen (GO_CC:0034774, P=1.18E-08). The downregulated
genes were enriched in oxidoreductase activity, acting on the
CH–OH group of donors, NAD or NADP as acceptor
(GO_MF:0016616, P=5.14E-12), metal ion homeostasis
(GO_BP:0055065, P=3.43E-13) and mitochondrial matrix
(GO_CC:0005759, P=1.73E-24). The top enriched pathways
and GO terms are shown in ﬁgure 3, the pathways and GO
enrichment analysis results for the targeted genes are listed in
table 2 in electronic supplementary materia.
Protein–protein interaction network gene deletion analysis

The human protein–protein interaction (PPI) network was
retrieved from BioGRID v3.5 (Biological General
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Table 2. List of top 10 up and down commonly identiﬁed DEGs in the meta-analysis.
Entrez ID

Gene symbol

Top 10 overexpressed genes
5214
PFKP
226
ALDOA
3486
IGFBP3
3939
LDHA
56901
NDUFA4L2
9168
TMSB10
7431
VIM
3099
HK2
4837
NNMT
10549
PRDX4
Top 10 underexpressed genes
7369
UMOD
9073
CLDN8
6422
SFRP1
3827
KNG1
50617
ATP6V0A4
54886
LPPR1
7113
TMPRSS2
3273
HRG
793
CALB1
3758
KCNJ1

Gene name
Phosphofructokinase, platele
Aldolase a, fructose-bisphosphate
Insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3
Lactate dehydrogenase A
NDUFA4, mitochondrial complex associated like 2
Thymosin beta 10
Vimentin
Hexokinase 2
Nicotinamide N-methyltransferase
Peroxiredoxin 4
Uromodulin
Claudin 8
Secreted frizzled related protein 1
KININOGEN 1
ATPase H? transporting V0 subunit a4
Phospholipid phosphatase related 1
Transmembrane serine protease 2
Histidine rich glycoprotein
Calbindin 1
Potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily J member 1

Combined ES

P value

3.1398
3.0176
2.9634
2.9437
2.8966
2.892
2.8714
2.7462
2.7392
2.7184

1.21E-09
3.78E-09
1.94E-07
2.30E-13
8.19E-10
1.07E-11
3.24E-12
2.54E-05
0
0

-4.9425
-4.5549
-4.3245
-4.304
-4.2653
-4.2556
-4.1561
-4.1208
-4.1171
-4.0485

7.54E-11
6.34E-11
1.27E-08
1.41E-11
3.47E-14
4.42E-06
7.58E-08
8.58E-08
7.21E-07
0

Genes were ranked based on effect size and corresponding adjusted P values.

Figure 2. Heatmap generated for the top 25 upregulated and downregulated DEGs obtained from a meta-analysis. Hierarchical clustering
algorithm using Euclidean distance measure applied on selected genes. Class 1, control; class 2, patient.

Repository for Interaction Data Sets). It consisted of 68,788
nodes and 1,755,385 edges (Stark et al. 2006). From the
human PPI network, a subnetwork of 577 DEGs resulting
from six datasets was created, which consisted of 934 nodes
and 1787 edges (ﬁgure 1 in electronic supplementary
material). The central hub genes are the backbone of the
network and its integrity. Network topological properties
were generated using the network analyzer plugin in

cystoscope workbench, including degree, betweenness,
closeness centrality, shortest path length (L), clustering
coefﬁcient (C), hubs, and node centrality. For the gene
deletion analysis approach used to identify a potential target
in the subnetwork, average scores of degrees, betweenness,
and closeness centrality were calculated, and common genes
above the average score between all three parameters were
then selected for the deletion analysis (Giaever et al. 2002;
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Figure 3 . Functional enrichment analysis results. (a) Top enriched signiﬁcant pathways identiﬁed by EnrichR using the Elsevier gene set
library. Upregulated represented pathways are shown in red colour and downregulated represented pathways in green colour. (b) Illustrated
target genes GO enriched terms in molecular function, biological process, and cellular components.

Table 3. Subnetwork hub genes topological parameters and an average score of clustering coefﬁcient (C) and characteristic path length
(L) after deleting the respective gene in the network.

Gene
MYC
UBC
TP53
MCM5
PDHB
ATP5C1
APP
ATP5A1
HSD17B10

Degree

Betweenness

Closeness
centrality

Average clustering
coefﬁcient (C)

Average characteristic
path length (L)

106
99
136
22
25
29
103
27
53

0.317
0.276
0.072
0.015
0.014
0.027
0.258
0.027
0.135

0.439
0.375
0.37
0.382
0.375
0.378
0.417
0.394
0.381

0.053
0.055
0.055
0.056
0.057
0.057
0.058
0.059
0.059

2.146
1.923
2.036
2.05
2.044
2.044
2.004
2.041
2.012

Baba et al. 2006; Ideker and Sharan 2008). Variation in the
topological parameters L (shortest path length) and C
(clustering coefﬁcient) of the subnetwork were calculated
after deleting each gene with its respective connections; here
genes denote nodes and connections represent edges.
The topological parameter, which includes degree,
betweenness and closeness centrality was generated by using
a network analyser tool. For the deletion analysis, nine
common genes that had scores above the average score of
degree, betweenness and closeness centrality in the subnetwork passed the cut-off above average score 0.0586 (C),
2.043 (L) were selected. Network integrity was evaluated by
clustering coefﬁcient (C) and higher shortest path length

(L) values after deleting nodes and their edges. Here, nodes
represent genes, and their connections denote edges.
Potential target genes were identiﬁed based on values of low
clustering coefﬁcient (C) and higher shortest path length
(L) compared to subnetwork after deleting each selected hub
gene with respective connections, results are shown in
table 3. Based on L and C cut-off scores, MYC (C=053,
L=2.146), TP53 (C=055, L=2.036), MCM5(C=0.056,
L=2.050), PDHB (C=0.057, L=2.044), ATP5C1 (C=0.059,
L=2.041) genes were found to be damaging the subnetwork.
LC plot is shown in ﬁgure 4. These selected ﬁve genes
subnetwork interactions with other respective nodes as
shown in ﬁgure 5.
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Figure 4. Hub genes LC plot generated using genes average score of clustering coefﬁcient (C) and shortest path length (L).

Figure 5. PPI subnetwork of DEGs generated using Cystoscope. (a) 82 nodes and 421 interactions connect the MYC gene. (b) 51 nodes
and 295 interactions connect the TP53 gene. (c) 22 nodes and 93 interactions connect the MCM5 gene. (d) 22 nodes and 93 interactions
connect the PDHB gene. (e) 24 nodes and 134 interactions connect the ATP5C1 gene. Green colour nodes represent a downregulated gene
and tangerine colour nodes represent an upregulated gene.

miRNA target gene analyses

The microRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding RNAs of
*22 nucleotides that regulate gene expression. Every
miRNA is capable of targeting and controlling multiple
genes. miRNAs interact with 3’UTR, 5’UTR, CDS and
promoter regions of the genes. Majority of the cases bind
with 3’UTR of the target mRNAs and inhibit the translation
leading to translational repression. miRNAs targets on DEGs
were investigated using an EnrichR tool, and signiﬁcant
miRNA were selected with a threshold of P \ 0.05. The list
was further narrowed to 108 experimentally veriﬁed

miRNAs using miRWalk tool. For constructing the miRNAgene network, top miRNAs and hub genes targeting miRNAs were analysed in Cytoscape and the interaction network
is shown in ﬁgure 6. The top 10 miRNAs are shown in
table 4 and all miRNAs and targeted genes are listed in
table 3 in electronic supplementary material.
Kaplan–Meier survival plot analysis

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) is composed of large
sets of molecularly characterized cancer data and curated
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Figure 6. miRNA-genes interaction network generated using the Cytoscape tool. Network consists of six miRNAs and 58 upregulated
genes and 87 downregulated genes. miRNAs represented as triangular nodes in cyanine colour, downregulated genes in green colour node
and tangerine colour nodes represent upregulated genes.

normal samples spanning major 33 cancer types. UALCAN
data portal facilitates in-depth gene-level comparative analyses between the user’s speciﬁc genes against TCGA subsets
based on pathological stages or tumour grade (Chandrashekar et al. 2017; Lacny et al. 2018; Luo et al. 2018).
The patient’s survival data were used for Kaplan–Meier
survival analysis and overall survival plots were generated.
Kaplan–Meier survival rate analysis was performed on
PDHB, ATP5C1, PKFP and APP genes, which were identiﬁed from PPI network deletion analyses, shown in ﬁgure 7.

Discussion
Among RCCs subtypes, ccRCC has the worst prognosis for
kidney epithelial tumours. In this study, we identiﬁed a total
of 577 DEGs in ccRCC between normal and affected samples. Elsevier pathway enrichment analysis showed that
upregulated genes were signiﬁcantly enriched in cancer-related metabolic pathways, such as metabolic reprogramming
in cancer and proteins with altered expression cancer metabolic reprogramming, and downregulated genes mapped to
pathways such as aldosterone renal effects and aldosterone
signalling in arterial hypertension. GO enrichment analysis
showed that these DEGs, including PDHB, ATP5C1, and
MCM5, were mainly enriched in metabolic processes such as
glycolysis, TCA, and cell cycle processes.

The gene phosphofructokinase, platelet type (PFKP), which
is the top overexpressed DEG with the highest combined effect
size (3.1398), encodes the platelet isoform of the phosphofructokinase A protein. This encoded enzyme has L, M and P
isoforms with different tissue distributions and plays a crucial
role in regulating the glycolytic pathway. The mRNA level of
the platelet isoform of phosphofructokinase (PFKP) is reported
to be a dominant isoform of PKP and upregulated in ccRCC
tissues. A PFKP gene-speciﬁc knockdown study conﬁrmed
that its metabolic absence inhibited growth in the kidney cancer
cells and induced apoptosis and cell cycle arrest. Decreased
PFKP expression inhibited aerobic glycolysis, nucleotide
biosynthesis, and increased TCA cycle activity in kidney cancer
cells (Zhao et al. 2015a, b; Wang et al. 2016). The knockdown
study under metabolic stress identiﬁed irregular expression of
PFKP leads to cancer cell survival and potentiates metastatic
capabilities (Kim et al. 2017). Lin28a, a conserved RNAbinding protein involved in development, reprogramming,
pluripotency, is bound to metabolic enzymes encoded by the
PFKP gene. miR-26b-5p directly targets Lin28a gene and
promotes tumour progression and leads to metastasis in various
human cancers (Jiang and Baltimore 2016). The gene ATP5C1
encodes part of the ATP synthase enzyme, which is involved in
ATP biosynthesis, in mitochondria. Carcinogenesis disrupts the
mitochondrial electron transport chain due to mitochondrial
dysfunction, but the cancer cells adapt to aerobic glycolysis and
undergo oxidative phosphorylation, which breaks down
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Table 4. List of top 10 miRNAs and target genes along with miRWalk validated record IDs. miRNAs were ranked based on the P value.
miRNA

miRWalk validated ID

P value

Combined score

Gene

hsa-miR-324-5p

MIRT043069

1.89E-06

38.44

hsa-miR-26b-5p

MIRT028861

5.02E-05

15.21

hsa-miR-4471

MIRT554387

6.03E-04

31.15

hsa-miR-8059

MIRT719449

6.03E-04

31.15

hsa-miR-134-5p

MIRT762589

0.002581

18.4

hsa-miR-22-3p

MIRT505736

0.002782

15.01

hsa-miR-210-3p

MIRT784197

0.002832

16.66

hsa-miR-660-3p

MIRT654057

0.003183

11.13

hsa-miR-593-3p

MIRT672057

0.00323

14.37

ALDOA, TP53, ANAPC13,
SCARB1, FOXC1, ALDOA...
ITGB2, PTPRO, CYP4A22,
LPCAT1, GRB14, C14ORF2…
CYP27B1, FOXC1, NFASC,
TUBAL3, TUBB, ZDHHC6, TIMP1…
CYP27B1, FOXC1, NFASC,
TUBAL3, ALDOA, TP53, TUBB…
COX8A, ALDOA, TP53, SERTAD2,
MAGI2, ERBB2, ANGPTL4…
ACLY, LGALS1, PDHA1, RAP2B,
MECOM, SCD, DDIT4, MYO6…
LDHB, EHD2, LDHA, KCNK10,
SERTAD2, NDUFA4, IGFBP3…
ALDOA, TP53, CLIC5, SLC22A6,
IL10RB, EPHX2, CAV1, SORD…
SLC48A1, ACAD8, SCIN, IFNGR2,
PALM, NUP62, ERBB2, HLA-B…

Figure 7. Kaplan–Meier survival plot for the candidate target genes. The genes P value is generated based on the log-rank test carried out
for the target genes between kidney clear cell renal carcinoma (KIRC) and normal samples. The x-axis denotes survival probability and yaxis represents survival days. The red line indicates expression in highly expressed patients (n=133), and the blue line shows low expressed
patients (n=398) (a) gene PDHB expression and survival rate in the KIRC dataset; (b) gene ATP5C1; (c) gene APP; (d) gene PFKP.
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glucose and produces a high number of ATP units required for
the cells’ increased metabolic and energy needs. This yields the
precursor biomolecules required by tumour cells and keeps a
highly proliferative condition (Nayak et al. 2018). A cis-expression quantitative trait loci study identiﬁed that ATP5C1
differential expression and risk variants association in colorectal cancer (Loo et al. 2012).
The PDHB gene encodes pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 betaprotein, which is a subunit of E1 alpha. This forms an enzyme
called pyruvate dehydrogenase, which is a member of the
dehydrogenase pyruvate complex, and it converts pyruvate to
acetyl-CoA. Several studies suggest that some key enzymes
such as pyruvate kinase M2, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase,
isocitrate dehydrogenase, succinate dehydrogenase, and lactate dehydrogenase in the pathways of glycolysis and tricarboxylic acid are potential targets for anticancer drugs to
control tumourigenesis (Nayak et al. 2018; Ma et al. 2019).
This gene is found to be associated with colorectal cancer by
inﬂuencing the glycolysis pathway and thereby increasing the
production of lactate (Zhu et al. 2017). The microRNA, miR203, targeting 3’UTR of PDHB gene, which encodes pyruvate
dehydrogenase B, increases glucose consumption by the
glycolytic pathway in ovarian cancer (Xiaohong et al. 2016).
Additionally, miR-556 is one of the miRNAs predicted to be a
potential gene target for the candidate biomarker in kidney
damage (Navarro-Quiroz et al. 2016). Deregulated miR-556
was identiﬁed as a disease progression biological marker in
colorectal cancer (Bullock et al. 2015). Previous study shows
that miR-556-5p functions as an onco-miRNA and participates in carcinogenic prostate cancer. Upregulated miR-5565p promotes prostate cancer cell proliferation by suppressing
PPP2R2A expression (Zhao et al. 2015a, b). Considering this
evidence, the miR-556-5p-targeted gene undergoes destabilization and could play a critical role in ccRCC metabolic
alteration by targeting the pyruvate glycolysis pathways. Our
analysis results show that the gene PDHB could be used as a
potential prognosis biomarker for renal cell carcinoma.
The gene APP encodes an integral type I transmembrane with
a single domain and a large extracellular ectodomain called bamyloid precursor protein. Expressed in many tissues and
organs, it is involved in various biological processes such as
adhesion, cell growth, neuronal adhesion, and axonogenesis.
This protein can bind on the cell’s surface proteins or direct PPI
with other cells (Müller and Zheng 2012). A nonsmall cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) study identiﬁed that depletion of APP destabilizes the cyclin-C protein by G0/G1 arrest, and reduces the
pRb phosphorylation (Sobol et al. 2015). A combined approach
involving Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and genome
tiling array identiﬁed irregular expression of APP gene, which
regulates androgen, and promoted the tumour growth of prostate cancer (Takayama et al. 2009). In an EPB41L gene mRNA
expression study in kidney renal clear cell carcinoma, APP is
revealed to be coordinating with EPB41L1 regulate cancer cell
adhesion, provoking tumour invasion and causing metastasis
(Liang et al. 2020). As this gene seems to play a central role in
controlling entry into the cell cycle, with irregular expression
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and abnormal protein synthesis rates in renal cell cancer leading
to cell size abnormalities and death, including this gene in
biomarker assays will help advance ccRCC diagnostics.
In addition to the above genes, we also observed the following
genes TP53, MYC and MCM5, which are extensively reported in
other cancer types, as target candidate genes in ccRCC. Polymorphism in the TP53 gene is more frequent in several human
cancers, and deregulation alters the TP53 pathway. Mutations
and differential expressions in this gene are found in more than
32 cancer types besides ccRCC (Aubrey et al. 2016; Baugh et al.
2018; Donehower et al. 2019). miR-324-5p is a prognostic
marker for targeting the TP53 gene in head and neck squamous
cell carcinoma and human papillomavirus (HPV)-associated
oropharyngeal carcinoma (Ganci et al. 2013; Hui et al. 2013).
Due to its detection in our miRNA target analysis along with
TP53, it is likely to be involved in ccRCC, and hence could be
used as a potential biomarker. A study has shown that inactivation of von Hippel–Lindau due to the binding of nuclear
phosphoprotein, encoded by the activated MYC gene, to ARF
and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) complex
leads to ccRCC in metastatic cancer (Bailey et al. 2017). The
replication deregulation due to the overexpression of the gene
MCM5 in cervical cancer (Laskey and Madine 2003) and its
targeting by the miR-7150 in gastric and lung cancer (Kahraman
et al. 2017), suggests it might contribute to the pathogenesis of
ccRCC. Including TP53, MYC and MCM5 as candidate targets
in ccRCC will help us understand and differentiate their speciﬁc
role in observed cancer types. The genes PDHB, ATP5C1 and
APP show poor survival rate in Kaplan–Meier survival with
kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC) patient’s samples
compared to normal. This validation analysis added strong
supportive evidence on targeted genes on this cancer study.
In conclusion, abnormal metabolic pathways could play a
vital role in the ccRCC mechanism. PDHB, ATP5C1 and APP
might play essential roles in ccRCC by engaging with the
metabolic system. Inhibiting the increased glycolytic capacity
of malignant cells might be a key strategy against the development of ccRCC. MCM5 might also play a critical role in the
pathogenic inﬂammatory response of ccRCC. In addition,
miR-556-5p and miR-7150 might serve vital roles in regulating the metabolic pathways and cell cycle by targeting
PDHB and MCM5, respectively. Considering these ﬁndings,
miR-556-5p, miR-7150, miR-324-5p, and miR-26b-5p could
be used as a prognostic target for ccRCC gene therapy.
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